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Zelmanov’s work on prime Jordan algebras leads to an idempotent-free version 
of Martindale’s Theorem on the extension of Jordan homomorphisms and 
derivations from the hermitian elements H(R, *) of an associative algebra of degree 
>2 with involution to associative homomorphisms and derivations on R. The 
condition that J= H(R, *) be of degree ~2 is replaced by the intrinsic condition 
that J= Z(J) c H(A, *) consist entirely of values of Zelmanov polynomials. 
The study of Jordan homomorphisms of associative algebras has a long 
history. In 1942 G. Ancochea [ 1 ] was led in studying automorphisms of the 
projective line (preserving cross-ratio) to bijective additive maps D ---f D of 
associative division rings which preserved the product xy + yx, 
f(x+Y)=f(x)+f(Y)9 f(xY+Yx)= f(x)f(Y)+f(Y)f(x). 
He proved that if D was a quaternion algebra of characteristic 22 then 
such an f was an automorphism or anti-automorphism of D. In 1947 [2] 
he extended this to finite-dimensional simple algebras of characteristic # 2. 
To include characteristic 2, I. Kaplansky suggested in 1947 [lo] requiring 
the map f to preserve 1 and the product xyx (this being equivalent to the 
previous condition when l/2 is available). It has since become standard to 
call a linear map A -+ f B of associative @-algebras a Jordan homomorphism 
if it preserves the products xyx and x2 (or 1, in the case of unital algebras): 
(1) Ax+ Y)=f(x)+f(Y), .f(-I= d-(x) (a E @I; 
(11) f(xYx)=S(x)f(Y).f(x); 
(III) l-(x’) =f(x12 (orf(l)= 1). 
(0.1) 
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(In modern terminology, these are precisely the morphisms A + -+ B’ of 
quadratic Jordan algebras.) Kaplansky showed that all Jordan 
isomorphisms A + ’ B of simple finite-dimensional associative algebras of 
arbitrary characteristic were isomorphisms or anti-isomorphisms. 
The cross-ratio is more closely connected to inversion than to the Jordan 
products, but in 1949 L. K. Hua [S] discovered an explicit expression for 
the Jordan product in terms of inversion and substraction, the Hua identir) 
This showed that every linear map D + ’ D’ of (arbitrary) associative 
division algebras which preserved inverses, /‘(.u ’ ) = f(x) ‘, was a Jordan 
homomorphism. Hua then showed that every Jordan homomorphism of 
division rings was an associative homomorphism or anti-homomorphism. 
In 1950, N. Jacobson and C. E. Rickart [9] extended this result to Jordan 
homomorphisms A + ‘D from an arbitrary algebra A into a domain D. In 
19561957 1. N. Herstein [3, 41 and M. F. Smiley [ 131 extended this to 
maps A + ’ B where B is merely prime, but j’must be onto. In all of these 
results the crucial hypotheses concerned the image f(A). 
In 1967 W. Martindale [ 1 I] obtained a different-looking result where 
the hypotheses were all on A, and the conclusions concerned lifting Jordan 
homomorphisms n’( A, *) + ’ B from the symmetric elements of A under 
an involution * to associative homomorphisms A +F B. He showed this 
could be done uniquely if A had a supplementary family I = e, + .. + E,, 
of n symmetric orthogonal idempotents e, = e,* which were interconnected 
in the sense that Ae,A = A, as long as n 2 3 (or n=2 but in addition 
.X(e,Ae,, *) generated e,Ae,). (Jacobson and Rickart had done this for 
A = M,(R).) 
Note that there are no anti-homomorphisms here-if an anti- 
homomorphism F extends I; so does the homomorphism Fo* (since * is 
trivial on #(A, *)). Note also that this result about symmetric elements 
actually includes the results about maps A + -+ ’ B + , since any associative 
algebra is isomorphic as far as its Jordan structure A+ goes to the 
hermitian elements of the *-hull under the exchange involution 
A+ z:(A’, *) for A’ = A @A”“, (u, h)* = (h, u). (0.2) 
Note also that there are no global “niceness” hypotheses on A or B (for 
example, they need not be semiprime), only hypotheses on how the c, sit 
inside A. However, the Jordan homomorphism ,/ automatically carries the 
same hypotheses over to B: we can replace B by B, and then restrict to the 
unital image P& (c=f( 1)) where 2= P, + . . . + P,, for symmetric inter- 
connected 2, =.f(e,), since interconnectedness can be expressed in Jordan 
terms. 
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Martindale assumed l/2 was available. By working with quadratic 
Jordan algebras and ample subspaces Zi(.4, *) of %‘(A, *) (subspaces with 
aX$z* c: X, and a + a*, au* c HO for all u E A), N. Jacobson [S] extended 
the result to arbitrary *-algebras in 1976. He also reformulated 
Martindale’s Theorem as saying that (A, *) formed the special universal 
envelope o&(J) of the Jordan algebra J = &( A, *), having the universal 
property of converting Jordan homomorphisms .f into associative 
homomorphisms F: 
This result has proven extremely important in the theory of Jordan 
algebras, since the Jordan automorphisms and derivations of a special J are 
those associative automorphisms and derivations of o&(J) which send .I 
into itself, so identification of o/d(J) allows one to identify its morphisms 
and hence those of J. Because of the functoriality of the special universal 
envelope, it is only necessary for Martindale’s Theorem that some scalar 
extension A, have the requisite symmetric idempotents. Nevertheless, it 
has long been felt that the requirement of such incipient idempotents is 
unsatisfactory, and that there should be some more intrinsic notion of A 
being “of degree >2.” 
Note that the result fails for “degree 2” algebras such as A = M,(H) of 
dimension 16 under x* = ? (H a quaternion algebra with standard 
involution d + d), since in this case J= .#‘(A, *) of dimension 6 has the 
more intrinsic form of a Jordan algebra $(Q, c) of the quadratic form 
Q(x) = det(x) with basepoint c = 1, and in such cases the special universal 
envelope is the Clifford algebra %‘(Q, c) of dimension 26 ’ = 32 instead of 
A of dimension 16. Indeed, a map [; ;] -+ / [ & “g)] for a linear bijection s 
on H fixing 1 is a Jordan automorphism of J iff s is an isometry preserving 
the quadratic form Q, but extends to an associative automorphism of A iff 
s is an automorphism preserving the full associative structure of H. (Note 
that while the product on H cannot be described in purely Jordan terms, it 
can be described using tetrad3 ju,u2u3u4f =u,u,u,a,+a,u,a,a,, since 
{[e :I[: ;I[: A][‘: :I>=[$ -:I 
consequently if .f extends it must in particular preserve tetrads, and 
therefore s must satisfy s(x.~)=s(x).s(y).) Such degree 2 algebras must be 
ruled out in Martindale’s Theorem, though by accident A = M,(G) works 
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since it has dimension .*(A, *) = 3 so dim %‘(Q, c) = 2’. ’ = 4 = dim A. (In 
the above, as soon as s fixes 1 it is the identity automorphism on a,) 
The recent brilliant work of E. 1. Zelmanov [ 141 on the structure of 
prime Jordan algebras has shown what the proper “degree > 2” condition 
should be: that the algebra be generated as ideal by the values of a certain 
amazing Jordan polynomial Z,* of degree 48 in 12 variables. This con- 
dition makes no reference to how the Jordan algebra sits inside an 
associative envelope, so it applies to any special Jordan algebra, i.e., any 
subspace JC A of an associative subalgebra closed under the Jordan 
products 
and hence under their linearizations 
{ l-y2 } = xyz + zl’x, x01’ = xy + )‘x. (0.3’) 
Archetypal examples are A + and &(A, *), consisting of the entire algebra 
or its symmetric elements. We say A is a cocer of J if A 2 J, and is an 
enoelope if in addition it is generated by J. We say A is a *-enuefope for J if 
J c X( A, *) consists of symmetric elements and generates A. An envelope 
is * -tight (or in Zelmanov’s terminology reduced) if it contains no *-ideals 
missing J. We can always tighten a *-envelope A to A/M for any maximal 
*-ideal M missing J, M n J = 0. 
The Zelmanov polynomial in the variables X”’ = {x,, .r,, z,, H‘,) 
(i= 1, 2, 3) has the form (cf. [lS], pp. 192, 195) 
for P,6(X)=[[{[t. [f.=]])*. [t,~i.]]. [t,wll (f=[.u,yl). 
(0.4) 
Here [[a, h], c] = { ahc} - {hut} = ao(boc) - bo(aoc) is actually a Jordan 
product even though the commutator is not. We denote by 2(J) the ideal 
in J generated by all values Z.&U,, . . . . a,,) for U,E J. The Zelmanov 
“degree > 2” condition thus becomes LF( J) = J. Our main result is 
0.5 Z-ALGEBRA THEOREM. If J is a unital special Jordan algebra with 
2“(J) = J, then any Jordan homomorphism J -+ f X( B, *) extends uniqueI}* 10 
an associarive *-homomorphism A +’ B of uny *-envelope A of J. All 
*-emelopes A ure *-tight, and are isomorphic to the special universal 
envelope.. (A, *) z (.j(/(J), n). Moreover, such a J is necessari!~ ample in 
#(A, *): J=&(A, *). 
This can be considered the “proper” version of Martindale’s Theorem: it 
makes no reference to idempotents, and the condition that J= &(A, *) be 
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doubly interconnected is replaced by the intrinsic condition that J= 2(J). 
Zelmanov showed the result only for linear Jordan algebras J= 
A’ = A @ A”p for prime A. We indicate here how his methods establish the 
result in general for arbitrary quadratic Jordan algebras. 
We write S(X) = 2(9(X)) for the T-ideal generated by Z,, in the free 
special Jordan algebra Y(X) (consisting of all Jordan products of the 
generators in the free associative algebra d(X) on an infinite set X). We 
will need only four facts about a(X). The main one is that Y(X) is an 
ideal of Jordan polynomials which ears n-tads and spits out Jordan 
products (cf. [IS], (2.3’) p. 148) 
(ZZ) I Eating Property: { y, . . . AIL’“’ ,v, + 2 . . . y,, 1 
c 9(XUY) forman-4, (0.6) 
where the derived ideals are given by SY’O’= 2, LY” + ” =;I U;7,,,~‘n! Recall 
that the n-la& 
are symmetric products in the free associative algebra B’(X) which are 
Jordan products for n < 3 (cf. (0.3’)) but not for n 34. Thus the space 
H(X) of elements ymmetric under the reversal involution (x* = x for all x 
in X) properly contains p(X). In some sense ail that 9(X) lacks is tetrad.7 
fx1xZ.xxx4f, since P. M. Cohn [7, p. 81 showed that if 1/2~# then X(X) 
is generated as Jordan algebra by X and the tetrads. Zelmanov’s surprising 
polynomials show that S(X) is much closer to X’(X) than previously 
suspected. 
At one or two points we will need three other properties of the Zelmanov 
ideal a(X). First, it is generated by commutators inside 9 =3(X); 
second, the range of values taken on by I(X) on an algebra Jc %‘(A, *) 
forms an ideal b(J) u J which is an ample subspace; and third, a suitably 
interconnected algebra necessarily has a(f) = J. Thus we make use of 
(Zll) 9 Commutator Property: Y(X)c .f+( [ [S, S], 9)) 
c 9J.F ~~9) (by (0.4)) 
(ZIII) P Ampleness Property: if Jc .#(A, *) then Y(J)= 
W& *) is an ample subspace of symmetric elements 
in the subalgebra A,,c A it generates ([IS], (1.3) (0.7) 
p. 145) 
(ZIV) S Interconnectivity Property: if .I has a Peirce decom- 
position relative to orthogonal idempotents uch that 
.~,,(Jtz~Jz3)=J or .ItJfCCJ,,,J,,l,J,21)=J1 then 
2”(J)=J (by [IS], 14.5 p. 198). 
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For convenience we will call an algebra a Y-algebra if 
Y(J) = J (2’-algebra ). (0.8 1 
We will also make frequent use of the following formulas involving n-tads: 
if q = C alart . . a,, for a,* = ai, a* = a, b* = b, then 
q+q*=CU,fa,,..-a,], wb+ baq* =xr,{a, . ..a.ub), (0.9) 
qq* = 1%: k,, .--G’,,a+ C If,a.,{ai,-~.a,,ffaj,‘~~a,,t. 
I JfJ 
We also make use several times of the following fact about linear Jordan 
ideals: 
if a subspace Ic J has IsJc Z, then the associative ideal it 
generates in any envelope A for J is (0.10) 
.IdA( i) = kr = ra (ic.Jc I) 
and its annihilator is 
Ann~(.~~(Z))=Ann~(~)= {zcA J:I=Iz=Of (0.11) 
since AI t ZA^ by JZ c ZJ from .ui = xcti - i-r with J 9 Z c 1, and dually, so if 
:I= I; = 0 then ,-IA = kiz = 0. 
I. THE MAIN CALCULATION 
If A is a *-envelope for J there is always AT MOST ONE EXTENSION 
of J -+ ‘1 to an associative *-homomorphism A -+ F 2 of *-envelopes, given 
by 
F(~ai---an)=~ii, ..+ci,t (aiEJ,&j=f(a,)E.&. 
THE ONLY QUESTION IS WHETHER THIS MAP IS WELL- 
DEFINED as a map of sets, 
qfa ,,..., an)=0 in A =+ q(fi ,,..., Z,,)=O in A. 
Thus the obstacle to extending f is localized in the extension obstacle 
Obst(f)= (q(6, ,..., ii,)lq(a, ,..., a,)=OinA) 
(Yb I, . . . . x,) = C a,x,, . . . x,, E d(X)) 
which is a +-ideal in 3 when f(J) generates 2 (e.g., iff is an epimor~hism 
and A a *-envelope), 
ObstfJ’) -3 ii (if j(f) generates A). (I.21 
It is easy to see that n-tad preservation is necessary, but not usually 
suflicient, for extension. 
tat -a,f =aEJ* ~f(a~)...f(a~)~ =f(a)EJ 
Zf J= &(A, * f is n-fad clcxwd u~~~(J~ gemmres the .~~~~~rj~e aigebru A, 
then n-tad ~re.~erv~tiu~ is necessary and .~u~fi~ie~t for ~.~te~.~i~n. 
Proqf: Certainly f must preserve n-tads if it extends to an associative 
homomorphism F, Conversely, if all n-tads from J fall back into J, then 
Obst(f) is a nil skew ideal in A: it is a *-ideal by (1.2) sincef(f) generates 
2; it is skew since if (r~Obst(f) as in (1.1) then 4+(7*=Cr,fcl,,...r7,] 
(by (O.9)}=r:r,(Jffui,).-.~~ta,,)t=J’(r:a,tui,.,.a,,f) (by the hypothesis 
that S preserves e-tads) = f(4 f 4*) (by (0.9)) =f(O) = 0, and it is nif since 
simiIar~y 
-+“gq* 
But a semiprime A generated by its symmetric elements carmot contain a 
nonzero skew ideal B which is nil (a skew ideai B woutd he in the center, 
and the center of a semipr~me algebra contains no nilpotent elements). 
Therefore C&t(f) = 0 and f extends. i: 
The cruciai property of the obstacle which allows us to banish it even 
when .I is not n-tad closed is that it annihilates derived ideals of 3(J). For 
linear Jordan algebras (l/2 E @) the linear annihilator of an ideal I is 
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where for convenience we have used the unital hull 
in case J itself is not unital. For general quadratic Jordan algebras the 
Zelmanov annihilator of an ideal I a J is the ideal 
If A is a semiprime envelope for J, this reduces to the usual associative 
annihilator 
Ann~(Z)=J~Ann~(~)= (qEJ/qZ=Zq=Oj. (L4sp) 
1.5 OBSTACLE ANNIHILATION CALCULATION. If J+‘J is an epimor- 
phism of special Jordan algebras, and A, 2 are *-envelopes for J, j, then the 
Jordan, tadal, and symmetric parts 
Jo = .f n Obstff ) 
T,,=.Y(J)nObst(J’)= jq(U,, . . . . ci,)jq(a,, . . . . an)=0 in A 
where q(.u, , . . . . .~,,)=p(-r,,...,.~,,)+Ca,{x,,...x,,} 
is the sum of a Jordan polynomial and n-tads 1 
Z?,=.#‘(A, *)nObst(f’) 
of the extension obstacle satisfy the relations 
and they an~ih~~ale deri~~at~ve.s of the Ze~manov ideal, 
R, c fi LAnnI(Y(J)‘“‘), 
% 
T(;, c u Ann,( 9(J)““‘). 
m-0 m=O 
Proof: We will establish linear annihilation first, since that most clearly 
reveals the basic argument. We show that if q = q(a,, .,., a,,) = 0 in A and 
q = q(cT , 1 .,., a,,) = q* lies in R, then q falls in LAnnJ(Z(J)‘“‘) for 
m 2 21(q) - 3, where 1(q) is the maximal length of the monomials xi, ... x,, 
making up q in (1.1). To show f+%hf = 0 as in (1.4L), note th$ for 
ZEY(X)““), her-1 (recall that f is an ~FIMORPH~SM so all h in J have 
the form f(h)) 
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{q&J =qd+hq* 
=~a,{tii,-..a,,A} (by (0.9 )) 
= c p,(.t CF,,, .**, ai,, f;) for Jordan polynomials p, 
(SINCE c EATS r + 2-TADS by (0.6), noting I(g) >, I
implies m 2 21(q) - 3 >, (r + 2) - 4) 
(SINCE/$ PRESERVES JORDAN PRoDUCTs) 
=f (Z a,{a,, --a,lhJ) (by (0.6) again) 
=.f(qzb + (qzh)*) (by (0.9)) 
--f(O)=0 (since q = 0 in A ). 
The arguments for quadratic annihilation (1.4q) are similar, but more --- technical. For qzq = 0 note qZq = 
4zq* =x a: ii,, -.-U,,1+Ca,a,fcii,...ci,,za,~...aj,3 (by (0.9)) 
= C a: CT;,, . . . U,,? + C p,(&, , . . . . iii,, .I, rf,>, .,., ii,,) 
(by (0.6 ), z eats r + 9 + 1 -tads since /(q) 2 r, s 
implies m > 21(q) - 3 B (r + s + 1) - 4) 
= J’ (I: 4 u,, ...Uu,,Z+CP,(ai,,...,ui,, J,aj,,...,a,,) 
(since S preserves Jordan products) 
=fcP?*) (by (O-6), (0.9)) 
=f(O)=O. 
For S@ = 0 it no longer suffices that (5 = S* lies in A,, we need that 4 E F0 
is “tadal” (built out of n-tads and Jordan products). For such q we have 
=&E + 1 p,(J a,, . . . . ii,,. 2) 
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=p=+~p,(J,a,,....,a,,,=) 
> 
(J‘prcserves Jordan products) 
=,f(- + + Cz,[za (,... a,,;)) (by (0.6) again) 
=.I‘(zqz) =,f(O) = 0. 
Thus 4 E TC, meets all the requirements for annihilation of Y(J)““’ as long 
as m 2 24 q) - 3. __- 
Finally, to see { JJH,) and CI,J are tadal, note for 5, h E J and 4 = q* E 
R7,, that by (0.9) {@6} =&ih+(@il;)* is a sum of n-tads (a,, . ..a.,&} 
--- ---* and qaq = yaq is a sum of Jordan products U,,, . U, ti and n-tads - -_ 
(a,, ..‘a,,aa,>-di,,). 1 
1.6 Remark. When J,, = 0 we have Jn YA( Ker( 1‘ )) = Ker A allowing 
us to reduce to the case where f is injective, since in general 
.f’(Jn .P,(KW’))) = 1,. 
Indeed. if XE Jn’g,,(K) for K=Ker(f) then IE J has x=xa, . ..a.k for 
u,EJ, keK by (0.11). so,I‘(.u)=.f(x-~j’(u,)...I‘(a,)f(k) (by.f(K)=O) 
for 0 = s - x a, . a,,k in A, which shows Y(X) E ,f( J) n Obst(S) c j,,. 
1.7 Remark. We have already seen that a Jordan automorphism of 
.#(A, *) need not extend to an associative automorphism of A if the latter 
is “degree 2.” We now give another example to show that even for well- 
behaved prime algebras J = .C( A, *), J = .X( 1, *) some conditions must 
be imposed on the image f(J) c J in order for an extension F to exist. 
Indeed, let 1 be an arbitrary *-prime associative algebra which contains a 
nilpotent symmetric element 5* = 5, 5’ = 0 [for example, if B is an arbitrary 
prime associative algebra which is not a domain then it has zero divisors - 
z = 0, hence nilpotents k = ha # 0, M.* = 0; the *-hull A = B@ Dp as in 
(0.2) is *-prime, and ! = (M., k) is a symmetric nilpotent]. A linear map 
-@(A, *) + ’ 4k c .X( 1, *) will be a trivial Jordan homomorphism as soon 
as 
(i) /~.~*)=.~(.~y(~~)=f(I/,~)=f((,~~,))=O 
for all elements .Y, j’, 2 in a spanning set for .X (since trivially f(~)‘= 
J(X) (y) = U,,,,,f(y) = (,f(.r) /( y) r‘(1)) = 0), and this homomorphism will 
not be extendable to an associative homomorphism A + P A if 
(ii) ~f({.r,.u,a,x,))#O in A 
for some elements X, in .% since again by associative triviality 
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{f(.r,)f’(-y,)f(x,)f(-r,)} =O. EM ore generally, if j, is associative-trivial 
then any linear map so: J/J2 -+ J, lifts to a Jordan homomorphism 
f: J+ J/J2 +.i,, which will be non-extendable if some fo((x,x2x3x4}) 
# 0.1 
It is easy to find a domain A with such an $ if A =.&(X) is the free 
associative @-algebra on an set X of cardinality at least 4, with reversal 
involution x* = X, then .@(A, *) has basis of all monomials U,., .. . U,,&; 
(c = 0, 1) and all { y, . .y,, ) for non-symmetric )‘, . . .y,, (all )I, from X). We 
define f to vanish on all of these except tetrads built out of X, through .xJ, 
and for these we define 
Then (ii) holds by construction, and (i) is trivial by degree considerations 
for all products except those of degree 4 involving x, through x4, and here 
for (ijk/J a permutation of { 1234) we see (x,~.Y,)~(x~~.Y,) = {x,x,x~x,} + 
(x,x,x/,x,} + ~X,X,X,XkJ + {X,XjX,Xk), x,‘~{x+Y,} = (X,X,X~X,} + 
{X,X,X~X,}, (X/X,, .Yk, x,} = {.Y,.Y,.Yk.Y,} + { {X,X,XkX,), ix,, x,-xkr x,} = 
{.Y,.Y~x~.x,} + (x,.Y~.Y,.Y,} all involve pairs of permutations with opposite 
signature, so f vanishes on these products too. 
This A is a domain, hence “degree 1.” For an example which is not 
degree 1 or 2, let A’ = A . Id+ M,,(A) consist of all scalar diagonal 
matrices plus all finite matrices over A, with conjugate transpose 
involution. Then M,(A) constitutes a *-ideal in A with A’/M,(A) 1 A, sq 
f lifts to a Jordan homomorphism f': %(A’, *) +’ .#(A, *) -+I .#(I, *) 
which does not extend to A’ -+‘” - A. Here A’ has infinitely many idem- 
potents (although it cannot be said to have a degree), and 1 is a very 
general *-prime ring, so it is clear that some restrictions must be placed on 
how j’(J) sits inside J. 
2. JORDAN *-HOMOMORPHISMS 
The main calculation shows the Jordan part of the extension obstacle 
annihilates derivatives of the Zelmanov Ideal. If we assume there is no such 
annihilation then the Jordan part of the obstacle vanishes, and if we 
assume the *-envelope is *-tight this forces the obstacle to vanish. 
2.1 GENERAL ZELMANOV EXTENSION THEOREM. If a special Jordan 
algebra J has resilient Zelmanov ideal, 
(i) Ann,(zE’(J)““) =Ofor all n, 
and bus zero extreme radical, 
(ii) Zer(J) = {z EJI {Lu} = u,j=o} =o 
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(e.g., if l/2 E @ or if J is semiprime), then any Jordan epimorphism 3 + I J 
extends uniquely to an associative *-epimorphism (2, * ) + ’ (A, * ) for anJ 
*-envelope 2 of j and any * -tight envelope A of J. In particular, any Jordan 
automorphism of J extends to an associative *-automorphism of A. 
Proof The main calculation 1.5 (applied to 7, J in place of J, J) shows 
that Jo = Jn Obst(f) satisfies {jjJ,,} + U,,,j= 0 when there is NO Z-AN- 
NIHILATION (i), so J, lies in the extreme radical Zer(J), therefore Jo = 0 
when there is NO EXTREME RADICAL (ii). But Jn Obst(f) = J, = 0 for 
a *-ideal Obst(f);1 A (by (1.2) since f IS EPI) forces Obst(f)=O IN A 
*-TIGHT ENVELOPE. Therefore Obst(f) = 0 and fextends uniquely. 1 
A Jordan algebra is prime if it has no orthogonal ideals (U,K # O), 
equivalently if it has no annihilators (Ann,(l) = 0), and is semiprime if it 
has no solvable ideals (I”‘) # 0). If T(J) a J starts out non-zero then by 
semiprimeness there is no extreme radical and all derived ideals T(J)‘“’ 
remain non-zero, and by primeness their annihilators are zero, so we have 
2.2 PRIME ZELMANOV EXTENSION THEOREM. If J is a prime special 
Jordan algebra with d(J) # 0, then any Jordan epimorphism I+ f J extends 
uniquely to an associative *-homomorphism (2, * ) -+ F (A, *) for any 
*-envelope 2 of 7 and any *-tight envelope A of J. 1 
In particular we see 
2.3 PRIME ZELMANOV UNIQUENESS THEOREM. If J is a prime special 
Jordan algebra with .T( J) # 0, then all *-tight envelopes of J are isomorphic. 
More generally, $ J, are prime special Jordan algebras with LT(Ji) # 0, then 
any isomorphism J, -+ Jz extend.s uniquely to a *-isomorphism A, --+ A> of 
*-tight envelopes A, for J,. 1 
Note that we do not claim the *-tight envelopes of J are isomorphic to the 
(generally non-tight) special universal envelope; for universal tightness we 
need 9?(J) = J, not merely 3?“(J) # 0. 
These general theorems apply to Jordan homomorphisms ONTO a 
given algebra J. To obtain results about homomorphisms FROM a given 
J, we must impose conditions which guarantee that the image j retains the 
three conditions 
(CI) Annl(3(J)‘“‘) = 0 for all n 
(CII) Zer(J) = 0 (2.4) 
(CIII) 1 is a *-tight envelope of j. 
One such condition is that J be a f-algebra. 
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Proof of rhe Z-Algebra ~~e~re~ (0.5). In the unital S-algebra case 
1 E J= 3(J) implies i E S(3)@) in any image .J, and the only thing 
annihilating i = i in (1.4q) is p = 0. Thus (CI) holds. For (CII), Zer(J) 
always kills circles 
{zJS)=O * z~Ann(.Y,#uJ)) (2.5) 
(note z(xoy)= (zxy)--y{zxlj + (zyl) x=0, and apply (0.11)). If 
1 E S(J) then i E &(foJ) by the Z Commutator Property (0.7) (ZII), so 
Zer(J) kills i by (2.5) and again Zer(J)=O. Finally, for *-tightness (CIII), 
if lit& A misses J then rS;- is skew (for L=CI tij,. ..a,~ K we have 
by (0.9) that F+R*=C (it?,, .,.a,) =Cpl(T,tia,, . . . . LT,~)E,?~R=O since 
i E S?(J)(“) eats n-tads by the 2 Eating Property (0.6) (ZI), and it is well- 
known that this forces a to be central and kill commutators, hence kill 
i E 3”( [j; J]) by the Z Commutator Property (0.7) (ZII), so again R= 0. 
Thus (CI-III) hold in any image 5, and any J J &?( B, * ) extends (we 
may assume f maps onto Jc .%‘($ *) for B the envelope generated by J, 
then extend to A + ‘EC B). The ampleness assertion J = &{A, *) is the 
only time we use the Z Ampleness Property (0.7)(ZIII). 1 
If we combine this with our only use of the Z Interconnectivity Property 
(0.7)(ZIV), we recover the original 
2.6 MARTINDALE's THEOREM. If J is a uniral special Jordan algebra 
with 3 ~r~h~gona~ idem~o~enrs e,, e2, e3 such that $J(J,,o JzLI) = J (or 
2 orthogonal idempotents e, , e, such that X,( [ [J,, , J, 1 3, J,2]) = J) then any 
Jordan homomorphism J-w/ H(B, *) extends uniquely to an associative 
*-homomorphism A + F B for any *-envelope A of J. fi 
Actually, as mentioned in the introduction, Martindale’s original theorem 
Cl 1 ] yields a little bit more: it works when J= ZO(A, *) has 2 intercon- 
nected idempotents where Jjj generates A, for i= 1, 2 (even if Jji is com- 
mutative, in which case [ [JI,, J,, ], JtZ] = 0 and Zelmanov’s approach 
seems to be break down). 
The assumption that J is unital is somewhat unsatisfactory. The 
argument we gave actually holds as long as all images of J are free of self- 
annihilation; i.e., 
J is nihii-free: Ann(J) =O for all *-envelopes A of all 
images J of J. (2.7) 
2.8 Z-ALGEBRA THEOREM. g J=I(J) is a nihi~-free s~ec~u~ Jwdan d- 
algebra, then J = &(A, *) is necessarily ample in any *-envelope A, and any 
Jordan homomorphism J --+.I X(B, *) extends uniquely to an associative 
481:123/Z-14 
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~-h0mu~ur~hi.s~ A +‘- B. AIi +-envelopes fbr J are +-tight and i.~urn~~r~hic to 
the special universal envelope, (A, * ) 2 (W(J), n). 
Proof: As before, it suffices to show nihil-freedom (2.7) together with 
Y(J)=./ imply (Cl-III) of (2.4) in all images j. Since all images inherit 
nihil-freedom and 3-ness, it suffices to save bars and establish (Cl-III) in J 
itself. We will sweep all of Ann,(J) + Zer(J)+ K into Ann(A) (for any 
K4A with KnJ=O; in (Cl) note that Y’(J)=J implies J(“=./ and 
hence 3(J)“” = J’“‘= J), and then whisk it away by nihil-freedom. For 
Ann,(J)+ Zer(Jf this follows from (2.5) and .$A(Js:f)= A (since 
f= 3(y”(J) c .Y,(Js- J) by the Z Commutator Property (0.7)(ZII)~. Similarly, 
to show Kc Ann(A) it suffices by (0.7)(ZII) to show K[J, 31 =O, which 
holds if zak + k*az = 0 for all k E K, z E f, a E j. But the Z Eating Property 
(0.6)(ZI) forces 3’ to eat enveiopes: 
if A is a *-envelope for J, then for any a E J, q E A we have 
zaq i- q*az E J when 2 E Y(J)fn’ for n >, 1(q) (2.9) 
since if q = C,u;, ...uj, for U,E J and n> r then by (0.9) zaq+ q*ar = 
C i=a,, -+u,,) = 1 P,(X a, a,,, .I., a,,)cJ. Applying (2.9) to q = k E K, 
z f J = b(J)‘“’ yields zak + k*uz E Jn K = 0 as desired. i 
2.10 Remurk. ~ihil-freedom automaticaIly holds is J is unital or locally 
uniral, 
(i) J= U,J and for all xi, . . . . x,,EJ there is e=e(x,, . . . . x,)EJ with 
{x,xje} =xioxi, s,oe= 2x,, x,ex,=xf. 
Indeed, this a Jordan condition and passes to any image, so it suffices just 
to prove Ann(A)=0 for any envelope of J; this follows from the stronger 
condition 
(ii) any UE A lies in AuA 
which holds because UE A = AJ= AU,J has a =C uixjyixj, so e= 
4x,, . . . . x,, yt, . . . . yn) has ue = E a,x,y,x,e = x ui(x,f y,x,e f - (x,ex,) yi) = 
C uj(x,( yiox,) - xf y,) = x urxIyrx, = a, and dually a = eu, so a = eueE AaA. 
3. JORDAN HOMOMORPHISMS 
The case of ordinary Jordan homomorphisms is a corollary of the case of 
*-homomorphisms. 
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3.1 THEOREM. If J = T(J) is a nihil-free special Jordan I-algebra, then 
an): Jordan homomorphism J + I B + is the restriction f = f, + fi of a 
homomorphism A + ” B, plus an anti-homomorphism A -+‘j B, of any 
envelope A of J onto orthogonal subalgebras B, 1 B, of B. If B is prime and 
generated by f(J), then either f = f, is an associative homomorphism, or 
f = fi is an associative anti-homomorphism. 
Proof: We lirst show that J -+ ’ B’ z X(8, *) can be lifted from 
JcA+z.X(A,*)to,&’ B for 2, B the *-hulls of A, B as in (0.2). By the 
Y-Algebra Theorem 2.8 it suffices to show that A’ is a *-envelope for J; i.e., 
,? is generated by J. Using the Z Commutator Property (0.7)(211) once 
more, J = 2’(J) implies [J, J] generates J and hence the associative 
envelope A as ideal. But in general 
the *-hull A’ is an envelope for A+ g.X(d, *) o 
A = A’[ A, A] a is generated out of commutators. (3.2) 
[Indeed, if k[A, A] A=A then since A+ generates all (a, a)f(x, x)(y, y) 
- (YX. yx))(h b) = (a, a)([.~, VI, O)(h, b) = (a[~, .Y] 6, 0) for x, YE A, 
a, b E A it generates all of (A, 0), hence also (A, 0)* = (0, A), hence all of 
A’ = (A, A). Conversely, if A + generates A’ then for each a E A there are 
X,EA with (a,O)=x( xl,-u,)~~~(x,,.K,)=(~..r,....~r,~x,~~~x,); i.e., 
a=xx, “‘xr but O=xx,....r,, therefore, a=u-0=Xx, . .._ x,- 
x . ..x.EA[A, A] A’ and A=A[A, A] A]. Thus A’ is an envelope, and/ 
ektends to F. 
NOW, quite generally, F is built out of a homomorphism and an anti- 
homomorphism: 
any *-homomorphism 2 +F B of *-hulls has the form 
F(a, cl= (F,(a) + F,(c), F,(u) + F,(c)) 
(3.3) 
for a homomorphism A +F’ B, and an anti-homo- 
morphism A -+ F* B2 onto orthogonal subalgebras of B. 
Indeed, if we write F(a, 0)= (F,(u), F*(a)) then F(0, c) = F((c, 0)*) = 
F(c, O)* = (F,(c), F,(c)) where F, is an associative homomorphism 
A +;I A+FB+nl B and F, an anti-homomorphism A -+‘I A’ +F B+=: 
B’P-+’ B. their images are orthogonal since 0= F((u, 0). (0, c)) = 
F(a, 0) Fb, c) = V’,(a), F2(a)). (F,(c), F,(c)) = (F,(a) F,(c), F,(c) F,(u)) 
shows F,(a) F,(c) = 0, dually F((0, c). (a, 0)) = 0 shows F,(c) F,(a) =O. In 
particular, (f(x),f(x)) = F(x, x) = (F,(x) + F,(x), F,(x)+ F,(x)) shows 
that f(x) =f,(x) +fz(x) forf, the restriction of F, to J. 
When f(J) generates B we have B = B, + B,, and B = B, @ B, if B is 
semiprime; if B is also indecomposable (e.g., prime), we have B= B, or 
B=B,, hencef=f, orf=f?. 1 
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Thus we relax the Herstein-Smiley condition that f map onto B to the 
condition that f(J) generate B, and we do not demand that J is all of A +, 
but we are restricted to the case that J is a nihil-free S-algebra. 
4. JORDAN DERIVATIONS 
As usual, the Jordan homomorphism results have Jordan derivation 
results as infinitesimal consequences. A Jordan derivation J +d J is a linear 
map satisfying 
d(xyx) = {d(x), 1’. x} + xd( y) x, d(x*) = d(x) ox (4.1) 
(the latter condition may be replaced by d( I ) = 0 for unital algebras). This 
may be considered as an “infinitesimal automorphism,” since d is a 
derivation iff .f = Id + Ed is a Jordan @[cl-automorphism of the algebra 
J[E] = JO EJ of dual numbers over J (E* = 0). 
If J is “linearly nice,” then J[E] is “quadratically nice,” and we can lift ./‘ 
to get a lifting of d. Here linear niceness concerns the linear annihilator and 
linear extreme radical (cf. ( I .4q ), (2. I (ii ) ) ): 
LAnn,(l)= {;EJI {zIJ} = U,z=O} zAnn,(l) (4.2) 
LZer(J)= {TEJI {zjj) =0} zZer(J). (4.3) 
Note that LZer(J) automatically vanishes if l/2 E 4 (but LZer(J) = J 
whenever J is commutative of characteristic 2, even if it is semiprime), and 
LAnn(l) = Ann( 1) if l/2 E 0 (and LAnn(J) = 0 if J is semiprime). 
4.4 ZELMAN~V DERIVATION THEOREM. !f a special Jordan algebra J has 
a linearly resilient Zelmanov ideal 
(i) LAnn,(S(J)‘“‘) = O,fi)r ulln 
and no linear extreme radical 
(ii) LZer( J) = 0 (e.g., if‘1/2EQ5) 
then any Jordan derivation J +d J extend.s uniquely to an associative 
*-derivation A -+I’ A for any *-tight envelope A of J. 
Proof. The linear conditions LAnn,(z?‘( J)‘“‘) = LZer( J) = 0 imply the 
quadratic conditions Ann,t,,(Z(J[s])‘“‘) = Zer(J[s]) = 0 since S(J[&])‘“’ 
3 LT(J)““[E] and, directly from the definitions (4.2), (1.4q), (4.3), (2.lii), 
Ann,t,:,(l[s]) = Ann,(l) @ sLAnn,(l) (4.5 1 
Zer(J[c])=Zcr(J)OsLZer(J). (4.6) 
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Moreover, 
if A is a *-tight envelope for J then A[&] is a *-tight 
envelope for J[s] over (PCs] (4.7) 
since if J generates A then J[s] generates A[c] (even over @), and if 
&;~A[E] is an c- and *-invariant ideal of A[&] missing J[cJ the com- 
ponents h,, h, in A of elements &=h, +& in B constitute ideals 
B,, B, rj A missing J and hence vanishing by *-tightness of A 
[t;(B,nJ)=&Bn&JcBnJ[&]=O forces B,nJ=O, hence B,=O, then 
EIB~~J}=BREJ~~RJ[c]=O forces B,nJ=O, hence &=O], so 
BcB,+EB~=O. 
Thus we can apply the General Extension Theorem 2.1 to extend the 
Jordan automorphism f= Zd+sd of J[c] uniquely to an associative 
*-automorphism F= Id+ ED of A[&] (note that f(x) =.Y mod CA for the 
generators x E J of A shows F(a) = a for all UE A, so F(a) = a + ED(U) for 
some linear map D on A), which forces D to he the unique *-derivation 
extending the original J. i 
Prime algebras are automaticaly linearly nice, so 
4.8 PRIME DERIVATION THEOREM. Zf J is a prime special Jordan algebra 
with non-zero Zefmanov ideal T(J) # 0, then any derivation on J extends 
uniquefy to an associarive *-dericution on any *-tight enueiope A of J. 
Proo$ We need only verify the two hypotheses of (4.4). For (i), note 
first that any *-tight envelope inherits semiprimeness (even *-primeness) 
from J. We noted in (2.2) that T(J) # 0 implies Ann,(~(J)(~)) = 0 for 
prime J, and the linear annihilator also vanishes because it coincides with 
the quadratic one in semiprime envelopes: 
if A is a semiprime envelope for J then for all la J 
LAnn,(lf = Ann,(Z) = Jn Ann,(f). 
(4.9) 
Indeed, always LAnn~{Z) 2 Ann,(l) 3 Jn Ann,(f), and if {:I.?] = 0 then zl 
commutes with the generators XE J and thus is central in A ([zi, x] = 
(zix> -x{zil ) = 0); if further U,z = 0 then (zi)‘=O, the nilpotent central 
element zi must vanish in the semiprime algebra A, so zf= 0, dually Zz = 0, 
and z E: Ann,(l). 
For (ii), the linear extreme radical vanishes since by (2.5) LZer(J)c 
Ann(,lk,(Jc J)), which vanishes by *-primeness since J- Jf 0 (by the 2 
Commutator Property (0.7)(ZII) since Y(J) #O). 1 
4.10 Z-ALGEBRA DERIVATION THEOREM. lf J = T(J) is a nihil-free 
special Jordan Z-algebra, then any Jordan der~uati~n on J extends uniquely 
to an associative *-derivation on any *-envelope A @‘J. 
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Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that by (2.8) A = W(J), 
and derivations always extend to the special universal envelope. Alter- 
natively, (4.4) is appi~cable: the argument of (2.8) shows LAnn~(J) + 
LZet(J) + Kc Ann( A ) = 0 when 9’(J) = J is nihil-free. i 
Note again by (0.7)(ZIV) that these hypotheses are met if J is unital and 
interconnected, yielding a derivation version of (2.6). 
The more general case of derivations into bimodules follows from the 
case of derivations of algebras. We say J --+ ’ M is a derivation if it formally 
satisfies (4.1) (note ail products involve only one factor from M and the 
rest from J, so only the action of J on M is relevant, not any internal 
structure on M). 
4.11 THEOREM. Let J br u sp.ccid Jordan algebra with *-tight envelope 
A, M an A-*-mod&. Then any Jordan derivat~an J -+& M extends to an 
nwociative *-derivation A -+” M [f 
(i) LAnn,(9(J)‘“‘)=O , (i’) LAnn,(.F(J)f”‘)=OforaNn, 
(ii) LZer(J) = 0, (ii’) LZer(M)=O 
for LAnn,(l)= jrn~Ml CJ,m= (m@ =O), LZer(M)= (rn~M[ j&J) 
= 0 ). These conditions hold if‘ J and M are unital and J = 3(J). 
ProoJ: The bimodule case reduces to the algebra case using the split 
null extension I= JO M inside A” = A @ M when A4 is a *-bimodule for A. 
The hypotheses (ii), (ii’) guarantee that LZer(J)= 0, and hypotheses (i), 
(i’) that LAnn~(~(~~(~)) = 0. A” is a *-tight envelope for J: if 0 # s d 2 then 
either 8 lies entirely in M, in which case B n j= B # 0, or else 
B= (b E A Isome b + mu B} cj A is a nonzero *-ideal, in which case 
BnJ#O by *-tightness of A, hence some O#x~BnJand 16==x+m#O 
lies in B;nS. 
d induces a derivation a( x @ m) = 0 Q d(x) of 2 into 2 (mapping J into M 
and A4 into 0). By (4.4) we can lift d to A” -+’ A”, necessarily mapping A 
into M and M into 0, thus the restriction D of b to A is a *-derivation of 
A into M extending ci. 1 
4.12 Remark. These derivation results could also be derived directly, 
instead of from homomorphism results. The obstacle to lifting J --)’ J to a 
*-envelope A is 
Obst(d)= {he AIh=qJ(a,, . . . . a,) but 0 = q(u,, . . . . a,,) for some 
elements a, E J and some polynomial 4(x,, . . . . x,) j, (4.13) 
where qd(x,, . . . . x,) is the formal polynomiai d(q(x, , . . . . x,)) = 
x;= I dJ,,,q ixi obtained by applying d to one factor at a time [if 
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q = xi, . ..xi. is a monomial, then qd= z:; _ , xi, +..d(~,~) “.-vi,, which can be 
evaluated at x, = ai in J where d(ai) makes sense]. This is again a *-ideal of 
A [note xqd= (.uq)“- d(x) q], and the main derivation calculation is to 
show that 
(J&) c S, c fi LAnn(d(,)““) (4.14) 
n I 
for J,=JnObst(d) containing S,= fh~A/h=.s~(~~,...,~~) but O= 
s(a*, ..., u,,) for some ui E J and tadal s(.Y,,, .. . . x,,) = x,) + q(x,, ,.., x,) + 
Y(X, I ..., x,,)*}. Note that no statement is made about U,“j or UJu(F(J)‘nJ), 
since in the general quadratic case there is no formula for UJtr) I’. To 
derive (4.4), as in (2.1) LAnn~(~(~)~“~)=O for all n G. fJ,jjl = 
0 5 J, c LZer(J) = 0 * JnObst(d)=O. whence Obst(d)=O by 
*-tightness, and d extends. 
4.15 remark. Yet another, and more common, approach to Jordan 
derivations .I -+“J is to convert them to Jordan homomorphisms 
J-t/M,(A) viaJ(-u)= [(; 1”;’ 1. This is only superficially different from the 
approach J + “A [E], since A[&] c M,(A) via a +sh+ [;I f]. 
5. REMARKSON TIGHT COVERS 
Zelmanov’s work shows the importance of considering covers which, 
unlike the universal envelope, tightly surround the original system. Ttie 
definition makes sense for <al-covers A of #-objects J for any suitable 
categories .E9 and f (such as associative *-covers of Jordan or Lie 
algebras), and a tight cover A inherits semiprimeness, &-primeness, and 
usually (e.g., in the unital or envelope case, or whenever .I generates A as 
ideal) .Oll-simplicitly from the corresponding f-property of J. Generally, for 
radical properties .G@ A inherits .$.,-freedom from .9,$-freedom of J as long 
as whenever Bd A has d,, its intersection BnJa J has gfl (e.g., 
.3?= nilpotence, nilness, or local nilpotence; Zeimanov has shown that 
8 = quasi-invertibility works too). Primeness ( =semiprimeness plus the 
finite intersection property for non-zero ideals) can be defined in terms of 
tightness: 
J is prime iff it is semiprime and tight cover of all its non- 
zero ideals. (5.1) 
In our associative situation A is usually a *-tight cover for %(A, *). 
5.2 PROPOSITION. (i ) Suppose 2 = A @ ACP is the *-hull C$ an associative 
algebra A. Then A’ is a * -tight cooer of .%(A, *) s A + tj’ (and, ij’ i/2 E Cp, 
only $) Ann(A) = 0 (e.g., if A is semiprime or local/y unitaf). 
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(ii) Suppose A is an associative algebra with involurion generated as 
algebra by .%‘(A, *). Then the maximal *-ideal of‘ A whose norms xx* and 
traces x + x* all vanish is 
.X(A)= {z~%‘(A)lz*= -:, ;?=O, z(a-a*)=O~f~ralla~A}. 
*W‘(A) contains Ann(A) n Skew(A, *), and coincides with it if’ the ideal 
generated by skewtraces a - a* is all of A (e.g., if A = 2, or if A is generated 
as ideal by [A, A]). If X(A) = 0 (e.g., if A is semiprime or locally unital 
with A^[A, A] k= A) then A is a * -righI cover of all its ample subspaces 
A?,( A, *); conversely, .K( A ) n J c Zer( J) ,for any Jordan subalgebra 
Jc X’(A, *), so if A is a *-tight cover of some non-degenerate J then X(A) 
musl vanish. 
Proof: (i) For B < 2 to miss .X it is necessary that all its traces vanish 
(and if l/2 E @ this is also sufficient, since then all symmetric elements 
b = b* are traces b = 1/2(b + h*)). The maximal *-ideal B a 2 whose traces 
all vanish is ((2, - 2) 1 =E Ann(A)} (hence its norms vanish too), which 
vanishes iff Ann(A) = 0. 
(ii ) If z lives in such an ideal so does =a for any a E A, so z + z* = z* = 
za + a*:* = 0; from =a = a*z we see z commutes with all symmetric elements 
a E #(A, *), hence is central when these generate A, in which case 
z(a - a*) = 0, so z E X(A). Conversely, X(A) is such an ideal: it is a sub- 
space since (z, + zz)’ = z: + 2: + z,(;? - 22) = 0 by centrality and skewness, 
and it is a right ideal since =a remains central because [za, b] = z[a, b] 
where, when X generates A, z kills .Y,(Skewtrace(A, *)) = YA( [X’, .%?I) = 
‘9A( [A, A]). Here .X(A) vanishes if A is semiprime (no nilpotent central 
elements 2) or locally unital and equal to its Lie-derived algebra 
(z E AzA = Az.Y~( [A, A] ) = 0). X(A) = 0 guarantees *-tightness over any 
ample X0: if B ;1 A has B n & = 0 then all traces and norms of B 
vanish by definition of ampleness, so Bc .X(A). Conversely, *-tightness 
forces X(A) =0: z EX(A)nJ implies 2z=z+z*=O, zJz= -z*J=O, 
(x.v} = Z(X.V + ~~.v) = z{ (,r.)*) - (xJ)*) + 24.~~) = 0, therefore ZE Zer(J) (by 
(2.l(ii))); if J is non-degenerate then .K(A)n JC Zer(J)=O, so X(A)=0 
by *-tightness. 1 
Note in (i) that A’ is not tight as an ordinary (*-less) cover of Z(A, *): 
A@0 and O@A*p are ideals in A’ missing &?, and the tightening process 
A’ + d/M via these ideals yields A”” and A as covers for A + (which are 
about as tight as one can get!). 
Note in (ii) that if &(A, *) has unit I the sum of n 2 2 symmetric inter- 
connected orthogonal idempotents, then A = a[A, A] A is unital, and A is 
a *-tight cover of .#,(A, *). 
The question of when A is an envelope for X; is more delicate. We can 
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have A not generated by 2 (for example, when A is a quaternion algebra 
with standard involution), or A generated by X but not by X0 (for exam- 
ple, when A =X = 52 is an imperfect field of characteristic 2 with trivial 
involution, *O = Q2; here X is A, but *O generates only itself). 
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